
Are banks’ digital 
efforts delighting 
clients?
Recent research shows that when asked 
about their banks, retail customers are 
not as dissatisfied as some may believe. 
However, their engagement with their banks’ 
channels (particularly digital) and products 
is surprisingly low. While billions of dollars 
have been spent focusing exclusively on 
delighting customers through better user 
interfaces, it is likely that engagement rates 
could benefit substantially from increased 
investment in an end-to-end operating 
model that harnesses the middle and back 
office to better support the front end. 

Research
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About the research
At the end of 2015, Genpact commissioned a 
research project conducted by research firm 
YouGov. The goal was to assess how and to 
what extent customers engage the channels 
and products offered by their primary bank. 
Survey results were taken from 7,152 retail bank 
customers across the United States (US), United 
Kingdom (UK), Australia (AUS), Germany 
(GER), and the Netherlands (NED).

These are the findings drawn from the 
respondents around the channels and products 
that they use (and don’t use) when engaging 
with their primary banks, as well as their general 
levels of satisfaction with each. This analysis 
complements other research and insight 
derived from Genpact’s experience designing, 
transforming, and operating business processes 
and operations.

Figure 1
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In 2015 the global banking industry spent an estimated $85 billion on digital technologies, much 
of which was focused on customer engagement in the front office.1 While many banks feel that 
investing in digital initiatives is a must, realizing the true ROI of these projects remains a challenge 
for many.2 

Digital in banking—an unfinished job 
In a previous regional survey, it was clear that digital channels, particularly online banking, were 
overtaking traditional, non-digital channels both in terms of usage and customer satisfaction.3 
However, channels such as mobile were clearly lagging in adoption. Since then, banks have 
poured billions of dollars into improving online and mobile applications, reconfiguring branches 
and ATMs, and delivering their products and services across an omni-channel ecosystem. In an 
effort to gauge the effect of some of these investments, and devise a strategy to optimize future 
ones, Genpact expanded the survey to ask retail banking customers across the US, UK, Australia, 
Germany, and the Netherlands about their engagements with their bank.

The relationship between satisfaction, engagement, and loyalty
Customers report that they are generally satisfied with the products and channels offered by 
their primary financial institutions. Specifically, customers report better satisfaction across 
physical channels such as the branch and ATM as well as established digital channels like 
online banking. The lukewarm response to other digital channels such as mobile, and even more 
strongly so with interactive voice response (IVR) and chat offer a view into banks’ struggles 
with adoption (mobile) and execution (IVR, chat). The more transactional, such as checking and 
savings, payments, and credit/debit services garnered high customer satisfaction ratings, while 
higher touch products like wealth management and mortgage services delivered markedly lower 
customer satisfaction ratings. 

Executive summary

1 Based on the amount of banking IT spend globally (around USD 486 billion in 2015 according to Gartner), of which Genpact research 
shows that 15-20% relates to digital investments (collaboration, social, cloud, mobile, analytics tools and technologies).
2 A further historical analysis of large scale ERP and IT projects since the year 2000 shows that on average, two out of three projects (or 
approximately 67% of investments) do not deliver expected benefits.
3 See “Changing customer expectations and the demand for new service models in banking”- http://www.genpact.com/insight/changing-
customer-expectations-and-the-demand-for-new-service-models-in-banking

http://www.genpact.com/docs/default-source/resource-/putting-digital-to-work-the-lean-digital-way
http://www.genpact.com/insight/changing-customer-expectations-and-the-demand-for-new-service-models-in-banking
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Those channels and products that delivered the highest customer satisfaction were also used by 
the largest percentage of the population. However, over half of all customers declared that they 
are actively looking at alternatives to their current financial services provider. Most interestingly, 
the products with the highest levels of satisfaction were also those that showed the least loyalty, 
which indicates that the relationship between customer loyalty and satisfaction is not clear cut. 
Indeed, those customers that reported the highest levels of engagement across both products and 
channels were also most likely to be exploring alternative providers.

Digital and non-digital channels
Despite banks spending billions on upgrading digital channels, customers still report that the 
non-digital ones provide the greatest level of satisfaction. This challenge is compounded by the 
fact that for channels such as mobile and chat, regions and age cohorts adopt channels very 
differently. The only digital channel that stands out positively is the web, which is by far the most 
mature, showing that other digital channels may have potential if executed well.

The implications for banking and financial services executives 
Based on additional research and work across many financial institutions, we are able to 
identify some cause and solution to these complex and sometimes counterintuitive results.4 
A noticeable minority of banks are able to extract significant value from digital efforts. What 
makes these firms unique is not purely their technical acumen, as many others also possess that 
expertise. There are three traits that set successful digital innovators apart: first, their ability 
to harness the middle and back office to support the front office, as well as the ability to tightly 
align any digital intervention to business outcomes to avoid “scope creep”; second, traits such 
as willingness to take calculated risks and an ability to experiment; and third, a comprehensive 
strategic vision and planning discipline when it comes to digital transformation combined with 
strong change management capabilities.

4 The Genpact Research Institute and the Harvard Business Review conducted a survey of 350 executives across functions on how firms 
maximize outcomes from digital initiatives.

http://www.genpact.com/leandigital/
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At first blush—customers across regions and age cohorts seem to be generally satisfied with their 
banks and the products and channels polled.

Traditional (non-digital) channels such as the branch, ATM, and telephone (non-IVR) and certain 
digital channels such as the website and mobile garner the greatest customer satisfaction, but 
usage varies widely and skews much more towards traditional channels.

Standardized products including checking/savings, credit/debit, payments, and transfers all 
garner the highest customer satisfaction ratings while more complex products like wealth 
management and mortgages lag behind (but still receive slightly better than neutral ratings). 
These latter two products are also the least used by customers through their primary bank.

Overall weighted satisfaction
Overall 18-34 35-54 55+

AUS 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1

GER 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0

NED 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.0

UK 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.2

US 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.4

Very Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied Very Satisfied

-2 -1 0 1 2

Overall weighted satisfaction by country

AUS GER NED UK US

1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2

Overall weighted satisfaction by age cohort

18-34 35-54 55+

1.0 1.0 1.2

Customers are satisfied, 
but not overjoyed

Table 1

Table 2 Table 3
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Analysis across geographies and age cohorts brings out a few interesting insights. For instance, 
in Australia and the US, customers are much more likely to use low cost digital channels; however, 
these customers also report a much greater inclination to explore alternative providers despite 
reporting relatively high levels of satisfaction across products. Similarly, those aged 55 and 
older generally reported the highest levels of satisfaction with their banks’ products, but were also most 
likely to be considering a change to an alternative provider. Conversely, customers between the ages 
of 18-34 reported generally lower satisfaction rates but were less likely to be looking for alternative 
providers. The percentage of each age cohort not using a particular channel was comparable 
across channels, with the major exception being mobile where two thirds of those 55 and older 
reported never having used it, as compared to 27% for those aged 18-34 and 44% for the 34-54 
year old cohort.

Very Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied Very Satisfied

-2 -1 0 1 2

Customer satisfaction by channel
 AUS GER NED UK US

18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+

Telephone 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.4

IVR 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.5

Branch 1.0 1.0 1.3 0.9 1.0 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.5

ATM 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.1 1.2 1.4

Web 1.1 1.2 1.3 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.4

Chat 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.7

Mobile 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0

Email 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1

Post 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.8 1.0 1.1

Table 4

IVR and chat had the 
lowest reported customer 
satisfaction across age 
groups and regions while 
the web, ATM, and branch 
had the highest
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The laggards among 
products in terms of 
satisfaction were wealth 
management and 
mortgage, while the 
other more transactional 
products excelled, 
especially amongst older 
customers

Customer satisfaction by product
 AUS GER NED UK US

18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+ 18-34 35-54 55+

Transfer 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.2 1.5

Checking/
Saving 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.1 1.3 1.5

Payments 1.1 1.1 1.5 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.2 1.5

WM 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7

Mortgage 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.8 1.0

CR/DB 1.0 1.0 1.3 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.0 1.3 1.5

Table 5

Very Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied Very Satisfied

-2 -1 0 1 2
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% not using channel by geography
AUS GER NED UK US

Telephone 14% 19% 28% 24% 11%

IVR 35% 51% 60% 47% 28%

Branch 7% 12% 18% 8% 6%

ATM 4% 4% 5% 6% 13%

Web 8% 24% 9% 14% 12%

Chat 61% 70% 67% 75% 57%

Mobile 34% 63% 45% 57% 43%

Email 34% 40% 32% 55% 32%

Post 21% 22% 27% 23% 20%

% not using channel by age
18-34 35-54 55+

Telephone 22% 19% 17%

IVR 40% 41% 44%

Branch 9% 10% 9%

ATM 5% 5% 11%

Web 8% 11% 18%

Chat 57% 65% 71%

Mobile 27% 44% 67%

Email 37% 39% 43%

Post 20% 20% 26%

% not using product by geography
 AUS GER NED UK US

Transfer 7% 11% 5% 12% 20%

Checking/Saving 6% 2% 9% 6% 3%

Payments 10% 4% 3% 9% 26%

WM 62% 38% 71% 76% 65%

Mortgage 53% 47% 63% 76% 64%

CR/DB 7% 21% 22% 7% 11%

% not using product by age
 18-34 35-54 55+

Transfer 11% 13% 14%

Checking/Saving 7% 5% 4%

Payments 17% 11% 11%

WM 61% 64% 68%

Mortgage 62% 59% 68%

CR/DB 11% 11% 14%

When it comes to usage, it is clear that not all channels are created equal in the minds of the 
consumers. While certain established channels such as the ATM or the branch are nearly 
ubiquitous, others such as chat, mobile, and IVR have never been used by large portions of customer 
populations.

Usage of channels and 
products varies 
dramatically—and new 
is not always better

Table 6

Table 8

Table 7

Table 9
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Satisfaction drives usage 
of channels—“old digital” 
shows the way

For many, the most established channels, including the branch, ATM, and “old digital” web, deliver 
the most customer satisfaction and are nearly ubiquitous in terms of usage. The newer, primarily 
digital channels are showing a more diverse set of results. Mobile is clearly liked by the customers 
that use it, but overall adoption rates are still low. IVR has the opposite problem in that banks 
have clearly pushed customers towards that channel, but the satisfaction levels are lower than 
any other channel polled. Chat shows both limited adoption as well as middling levels of customer 
satisfaction.
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Figure 2

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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Plotting product results from each age cohort across each region

Most products don’t show 
substantial increases in usage 
as customer satisfaction goes 
up—the exception is wealth 
management

Individual product results: Overall, the correlation between product customer 
satisfaction and usage is 81%. But for wealth management, the potential to promote 
usage through better customer satisfaction seems most promising, while other products 
appear saturated. It is also worth noting that the other products are more fungible 
across providers with limited opportunity to provide enhanced value.

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States

Figure 3
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In most cases, it appears that customer satisfaction is not a sufficient deterrent in preventing 
customers from exploring alternative providers. In fact, customers were most likely to be looking 
at alternatives for the more transactional products such as credit/debit, checking and savings, 
transfers, and payments ̶ all of which had relatively high levels of reported customer satisfaction.

Some of the most satisfying products also receive the least amount of loyalty
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Figure 4

Customer satisfaction 
doesn’t guarantee loyalty

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States

Many are considering a 
change—especially 
those who are engaged

Despite reporting as generally satisfied, 51% of respondents have already changed or are 
considering changing at least 1 product to a provider other than their primary bank. The US and 
AUS are more likely to change while GER, NED, and UK are less so, but all are surprisingly high 
given relatively high customer satisfaction levels.

% of customers considering an alternative provider for at 
least one product

AUS GER NED UK US

60% 45% 44% 48% 55%

% of customers considering an alternative provider for at 
least one product 

18-34 35-54 55+

48% 54% 49%

Despite relatively good customer satisfaction rates, 
customers are still exploring options

% Considering change

0 products
1 products
2 products
3 products
4 products
5 products
6 products

49%
23%
11%
8%
6%
2%
1%

Figure 5

Table 10 Table 11

{51%
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While older cohorts report being generally more satisfied, they are also the ones most actively 
pursuing product options away from their primary bank. Does greater usage and customer 
satisfaction lead to a greater chance of a customer leaving? The answer lies more in the level of 
attention that comes along with it. When customers are more tuned in to a particular product and 
using it often, there is a natural tendency to consider other alternatives when they are presented. 
The question then is how do banks reimagine their operations to keep older, wealthier customers 
from leaving while also attracting younger, less engaged customers.
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Credit and debit services 
satisfy customers, but they 
still look for alternatives

The 55+ 
cohort 
reports high 
satisfaction 
but are also 
more likely 
to consider 
changing 
products

The 18-34 cohort reports lowest satisfaction 
but aren’t as likely to consider changing

Figure 6

Does greater usage and 
customer satisfaction lead 
to a greater chance of a 
customer leaving?

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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Non-digital channels show high customer satisfaction and usage (1 of 2)

Non-digital channels such as the branch, ATM, telephone (non-IVR), and post, for the most part 
excel in both customer satisfaction and usage, whereas the results for digital channels are more 
varied. The most notable exception is the web (online banking) which is highly rated in terms of 
satisfaction and widely used by customers. However, the rest of the digital channels, including 
mobile, chat, IVR, and email lag behind both in adoption rates and customer satisfaction.
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Non-digital channels broadly are the most satisfying and used by the highest percentage 
of customers
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Figure 7

Build it, and they won’t 
come? Adoption and 
satisfaction of digital and 
non-digital channels

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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Digital channels show varied customer satisfaction and usage (2 of 2)

Simply offering customers the ability to connect through digital channels does not ensure that 
customers will use them. However, by improving on the execution of these channels in order to 
deliver greater customer satisfaction, there is far more potential for these channels to grow.
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Digital channels like web excel, while chat and IVR lag behind
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Figure 8

Digital channels have a 
much greater variance in 
both usage and customer 
satisfaction levels as 
opposed to the traditional, 
non-digital channels- online 
banking via the web has 
done well, while IVR and 
chat continue to lag

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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The success of “old digital” channels like the web shows the potential of others
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Non-digital channels show 
less room to grow...

...while digital channels have 
greater potential to grow 
satisfaction and usage rates.

Figure 9

Digital channels have 
a more substantial 
opportunity to grow both 
in terms of usage and 
customer satisfaction

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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The web is the most mature of the digital channels and it appears that banks have successfully 
migrated customers who in turn rated it one of the most satisfying channels. Interactive Voice 
Response (IVR) appears to be used by customers at a greater rate than expected based on its low 
customer satisfaction ratings. This may indicate that banks are pressing the channel too hard with 
their customers. Chat although not popular, offers greater customer satisfaction but is under  
used relative to IVR. Can banks reimagine their operations in order to promote chat more?
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Digital channels elicit varied satisfaction and usage rates
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more than satisfaction 
would imply Web provides highest  

satisfaction and is 
nearly ubiquitous

Mobile results are less homogeneous

Figure 10

Certain digital channels 
such as the web and IVR 
are used fairly consistently 
across countries and age 
groups, while mobile shows 
a much greater variance in 
usage

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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Mobile is the most underused channel relative to its customer satisfaction rates (Figure 11). 
In addition, mobile (and to a lesser extent chat) is the most underused channel in the older 
cohorts, yet the customers in those cohorts that do use the channel report relatively high levels 
of satisfaction (Figure 12). The same can be said across geographies where mobile appears 
to be consistently underused relative to reported customer satisfaction while channels such 
as IVR appear overused, particularly in the US, UK, and AUS (Figure 13).
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Germany lags in mobile usage, as do older cohorts across all regions
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Germany has a usage 
problem, higher 
satisfaction may 
lead to usage…

…but older cohorts in 
other countries also lag in 
adoption.

Figure 11

Mobile is loved by some and 
unused by many, but also 
shows great potential

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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How do banks leverage mobile’s customer satisfaction rate in order to promote greater usage? 
Can other successful channels like the web or the branch help migrate customers to mobile 
platforms? 
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Most channels are used equally across age groups, except chat and mobile
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Traditional channels have 
level usage but satisfaction 
goes up with age

IVR is by far the least 
preferred channel

Usage of chat and 
mobile go down 
dramatically in 
older cohorts, but 
satisfaction is level

Figure 12

Older customers that do use 
mobile and chat are just as 
satisfied as younger ones, 
but usage rates overall 
fall dramatically in older 
cohorts

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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Some channels are used more than expected, others less
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is still used despite lower 
satisfaction

Chat has greater 
satisfaction than IVR, 
but far less usage

Mobile seems 
underused relative 
to satisfaction levels 
(GER is a satisfaction 
outlier)

Figure 13

In the US, UK, and AUS, 
IVR appears to be used 
more, despite lower 
satisfaction with the 
channel, while mobile 
is under-used across all 
countries surveyed despite 
high satisfaction rates 
amongst active users

Products: Xfer=Money transfer, Check= Checking and savings accounts, Pmt= Payments, WM= Wealth Management, Mort= Mortgage, CR/DB= Credit and debit services 
Channels: Tele= Telephone (non-IVR), IVR= Interactive Voice Response, Branch= Physical branch, ATM= Automated Teller Machine, Web= Online banking website, Chat= Online chat service, Mob= Mobile device used, 
Email= Electronic mail, Post= Physical mail  
Regions: AUS= Australia, GER= Germany, NED= Netherlands, UK= United Kingdom, US= United States
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Over the past two decades, the banking industry has been navigating digital innovation starting 
with the emergence of e-banking, followed by multi-channel and now omni-channel models. 
However, the exponential advances in technology brought about by the digital revolution and 
financial-technology (Fintech) disruptors have left banks rushing to keep up, resulting in an 
industry with a well-digitized front office supported by an analog operating model. Banks are 
missing opportunities to delight their customers by not delivering effectively on the promise of 
the next generation of digitally enabled engagement of customer journeys. Success will hinge 
on how banks approach customer engagement not only in the front office, but also in the middle 
and back office operations supporting them. 

The operating architecture of the future 
Investing to address digital and regulatory disruption requires a heightened focus and scrutiny 
by the banking industry. Looking back at attempts at transformation paints a less-than-rosy 
picture as efforts at large-scale enterprise resource planning (ERP) engagement have often 
delivered a lower-than-expected ROI. 
Bank executives are, and should continue to be, wary of making significant, but fragmented, 
investments in new technologies. 

Conclusion 
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However, the root cause of poor returns on digital investments is likely to be traced to attempts 
that force-fit new technologies onto legacy processes and systems, resulting in the digitization 
of ineffective or broken processes and an unacceptable ROI. In addition, as the perception of 
IVR and chat show, consumers don’t want technology inserted into their experience when it 
doesn’t enhance their journey holistically. 

For banking and financial services, this translates into a need for combining user-journey 
analysis and front end design with the reimagination of middle and back offices to support 
an end-to-end process tightly aligned to business outcomes. These goals can be achieved by 
driving technology choices and transformation efforts through a combination of process-centric 
digital technology with principles derived from lean management methods and design thinking. 

This approach is called Lean Digital and represents a practical strategy to harness the potential 
of the digital revolution by more effectively making digital investments.
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